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SUMMARY 
A description ts presented of the Langley two-dimensional 
l ow-tur ulen~e pressure tunnel and a history is given of the work 
done at the Langley Memorial Ae-ronautical Laboratory which l ed to 
the achievement of a remarkably low level of turbulence in the 
air ctream of this wind tunnel. The types of investigations to 
which the turu1el is suited fu!d the methods of obtaining and 
correc ting data are else Q1scussed. 
INTRODUCTIOH 
Prior to the construction of the T..Jangley two -d.imensional 
low-turbulence pressure tunnel, he lai~gest amount of com~arable 
airfoil data was obtained from tests in the NACA variable-
density tunnel at a test Reynolds number of approximately 
J x 106 , TIe turbulence l evel of the NACA variable-d ensity 
tunnel was quite high as indicated. by the 1m. value of critical 
Reynolds number for a sphere (150,000 ). Although the effective 
Re;ynolds number concept appeared to be Y9.l ~ d for some types of 
airfoil sections with regard to maximum lift, it did not appear 
to give satisfactory co re ,ti ns for drag coeffid.ents measured 
in a tu~bulent air stream . (See reference 1.) 
An investiGation of ta ered ,.rings by Anderson (reference 2) 
inrHcated that the chCl.racteristics of w~ngs of uFmal plan form 
could be satisfactorily com~uted fY'om the aerodynamic characteristics 
of tho compone:1t airfoil sections , It seemeri deSirable, therefore, 
to de8ign a tunnel especially for testinr..: ai.rfc il sections ana. 
capable of obtaining nata at Reynol d.s numbers e,t least as high a8 
would be reache . by any air?la~e likely to be designed i n the near 
future . Such considerations l ed t o t he design and construction 
of the Langley two-dimensional low- turbulence pressure tunnel . 
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Character istics ~art1cularly des i red f or t his turmel were 
full- scale Reynolds numbe s , ext relnely l ow a ir·· stream tur bulence, 
and convenient model si ze. !f'ull ·· sc el e Reynol ds numbers are 
obtained. with moder ate amounts of pewer by comp:::-essing the a ir 
i!'. the vTind t unnel to inc .... ease its density and by mounting models 
se tha t the test sec tion i s complet ely spanned. Increasi ng the 
density of the ai r to 10 Umes its nc~al value gives a corre-
sDonding inc rea.se in Reynolds number stnca there 1s essentially 
no change tn absolute v seesi t y a.ue to chang8 in pr es sure in this 
range of pressur 8 . Mounting models so that the t e st section is 
completely spanned ~llows the Reynold s number t o be increased by 
making possible a much la rger r atio of model s1ze to tunnel cross 
section since the air f lo",., ac ts only in two dimensi ons aI1(1. cross 
flows around the ends of' t he Sp3.l1 a.re pl 'e 1rented. Mount ing the 
model s i n tl:is manner ~ s also advantagAous in tests of section 
chan.ctertstics s i nce t he diffi cnl t.:'es as oc i a t ed ~"i th aspect 
ratio and tare correct ions a r e eltmi.n atei. 
Low turbuJ ence ,va s made nossi ble by usinG a la::-ge a rea 
rec.uc t i on be twe en the en t ranc e cone an1 the t est sec t i on and 
by the i n troduction of Cl. ntunber of n .ne -.... iiI E' small mesh screens 
in the entrance c one. 
The sizes of the models ) yar 'in /]; f r om e.Pllr 0x ima. LCily ~ 4 :I.nches 
to 100 inche s, ar e smal l enough t o perm~t t hen t o be easily 
handled Hithout the aid of auxiH ary h0i s t s,yet large enough t hat 
ma intatni ng ade quate mod.e l accuracy is not too diffi cul t . 
Acknowledgement i s grat e f luly expr e s sed f or t he ex~ert 
guidanc e and many oriDin~l cont r ibutions of Mr . Ea stman N. J a cobs, 
whl) s11per vi sed t he desi gn of t h e t unnel a nd the dev3lopme n t of 
many of the exp~r~mental t echni ques . 
SYMBOLS 
A a r e a of indiv i d1a l i ntegrating man ometer tube 
a airfoil mean line i esj.f3l1a t l 0 , f raction of chord. from 
l eadin g edge (we~ wh ich de s ign l oad is uni f orm; also i n 
d.eri vation of eg'.1at ion f ot' integrating manome t er , 
he i ght of l1qul d jn manome t er when S8lile pr es<:lm:e 
1s appl i ed t o a l l tube s 
B dimensi(mle8s con s t lIDt cleterm1ni.ng l1id.th of i·ra lee 
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b 
c 
c ' l 
F 
in derivation of integrating manometer equation, height of 
liquid in integrating tube when pressure distribution is 
applied to manometer and reference pressure is applied 
to integrating tube and reference tubes 
chord 
section drag coefficient 
section d.rag coefficient uncorrected for tunnel-wall 
effects 
section drag coefficient measured in tunnel 
section Ilft coefficient 
section lift coefficient uncorrected for tunnel-ioTall 
effects 
section Ijft coefficient measured in tunnel 
design section lift coefficient 
moment coefficient about quarter-chord. point 
moment coefficient about quarter-chord point measured in 
tunnel 
avera.ge of velocity readings of orifices on floor and 
ceiling used to measure blocking at high lifts 
Fo average value of F in low-lift range 
fSp calibration factor f or measured tunnel static pressure 
Ho free-stream total pressure 
total pressure in wake 
coeff icient of loss of total pressure in wake 
hT tunnel height 
hI, 2; ... i height of liquid in any ind.i vidual tube when pressure 
distribution ls applied to manometer 
3 
4 
Ie 
L 
M 
n 
p 
in derivction of integrating manometer e~uation, 
ratio of cOI'!bined area of tubes connected to 
reference p~essure t o area of a tube c ormected 
to an individual orifice 
length over which pressure measurements are made 
distance batt-leen uni:'ormly spaced pressure ori ices 
Mach nU2uber 
number of individual tubes in integrating L:anometer or 
individua l pressure orHices . .. 
re Gul tant pre soure coefflcien'~, difference be tv'e·en 
local upper-su:r·f.ac.e and l ower-Au.cfaee pressure 
coefficients . 
local pre SBure on, airfo j.l surface 
static pressure at any point on tur":'1.e l floor within 
lencth L 
static pressure at any· point on tV1111el ceilin6 v1i thin 
length TJ 
static pressure in ,,,ake 
Ul 2 . pressure applied .to in,<;livi<;lual inanoyneter tube ... 
-., , ••. l 
Pr reference pres::mr.G 
Cl free -stream d.ynamic :presS1.u'e at position of turbulence-
R 
8 
r'3ducing screens 
free - stream dynamic pressu'Y'c in test section 
free - stream c\),nmdc pressure in test section uncorrected 
for tunnel wall effects 
Reynolds number (~c) 
boundary ··layer Reynold.s number 
pressure coefficient (~ q: ~) 
static-pressure coefficient in ",a~:e 
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V free-stream ve10clty 
6V i ncrement in free -stream ve l ocity due to b1ocl:ing 
V I corrected indj.cated tu-"1Ilel velocj. ty' 
V" t un.'l.o l velocity measured by static -pressure orifices 
v velocity a t any point on surface of a irf oi l 
x distance 
y variable 
Y distance 
alon g a:i.rfoil chord or center line of tunnel 
of integratio:'l ( B:Y::s?) 
,-c / 
perpeLdicul'r to G treaL~ dire ction 
6y s pacing of total-presSlll'e tubes i n rake 
Yt ordine.to of symmetrical thic.t:ness d istribution 
• 
Yw distance perpendicu~ar t o ctr eam di:rection from position 
of F-cmax 
dYt 
dx 
slope of surface of sY:lIIletrical thiclmess distribution 
(1,7, 0 an£le of zero l ift 
~o section angle of attaclc c orrected for tvnnel-i'rall effects 
(1,0 ' sec tion angle of 8.ttack mea.sured in tunnel . 
6Psp difference in manometer readings used to measure tmmel 
dynamiC ~reSS1ITe (qo ' = 6pcJPfSp ) UJ. ... 
Tla 
Tlb 
"T!x 
distance nOI'!llD.l to a surfa ce f r 0m surface to point j.n 
boundary l ayer where dynam5c pressure is one -half i.ts 
l ocal value outside boundary l ayer 
ratio of measured lift to actual lift for a."l1Y t ::Jle of lift 
dlstribution 
Tl -factor for additional - tYJ.1e 10a(lin8 
Tj -factor for basic mcan···line l oading 
'I)~factor appl- 'inG t o a point vortex 
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A component of blocking factor dependent on shape of body 
V kinematic viscosity 
~ quantity used for correcting effect of body upon velocity 
measur ed by static - pressure orifices 
p density of manometer liquid 
~ component of blocking factor dependent on size of body 
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT 
• Description of the Langley Two -Dimensional 
Lm"r-Turbulence Tunnel 
Because the shape of the air passages of the proposed pressure 
tunnel were unusual, and because of t he f ac t that the means 
proposed f or obtaining low t urbulence had never been checked at 
high Reynold.s numbers, it was desj rable to build a model of the 
proposed tunnel to study its flow character'i etics a:J.d t o develop 
means for producing a sati sfactory air stream. The Reynolds 
number of tests in such a model tunnel had to be at least a.s 
hi~h as those in the lower range of f light Reynolds numbers in 
order to obta in a r eli able indi cation of the effective turbulence 
level. A full - size model of the pr oposed tunnel, des i gned 
to operate only at a.tmospheric pressure , was the efore built . 
This tunnel i s called the Langley two-dim.ensional low-turbulence 
tu..-mel. 
This tunnel was completed in Apri~ 1938. It was ori ginally 
designated the NACA ice tunnel because of the incorporati on of 
refrigerating equi pment in t he design to permlt icing experiments. 
The tunnel is of closed throat type , built of wood with a sheet 
steel lini ng . Because of the contem~lated icing experiments, it 
"TaS heavily i nsulated on the out s ide. Fig1.u"e 1 shows the shape 
of the air passages of t~is tunnel. The t est section is rectangular 
1 in shape, 72 feet hi gh,and 3 f ee t ,.ide, and vTaS designed so that 
models could be t ested completely spannlng the 3-foot width. The 
t est section 1s 7~ feet l one; but models having chords a.s large 
as 100 inches have been tes t ed. 'Power sU1)pUed by a 200-horsepower 
direct-current motor provides a maximt~ speed of about 155 mile s 
per hour with a dynami c pressure of about 60 pounds per sguare foot. 
These conditions give a maximum Reynolds number of about 1.!~ X 106 
per foot of mod.el chor d. 
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Surveys of the air stream of t.he test section showed a variation 
in static and dynamic pressure of less than 0.25 percent of the 
dynamic pressure in the r.egion normally occu~ied by the model. The 
angular variation of the air-stream direction in the same region 
was leas than 0.20 • The variation in sta.tic pressure longitudinally 
over ' the length of the test section was 0.5 percent with a 
variation of cnly 0.25 percent over a 2-foot length at the model 
, mounting point. Uniformity of the pressure gradient in a longi-
tudinal direction was obtained by adjusting slots in the vertical 
walls of the 'test section to allow eir to bleed out. A pos:i.tive 
pressure is built up in the test section to accomplish this 
bleeding by means of a blower which dischar~es air ipto the tunnel 
through an annular slot downstream of the test sectlon. 
Eoundary-1ayer control of the short exit cone of this tunnel, 
an unusual feature, 1s accomplished by means of two annular B,lots 
as shown in fIgure 1. Air from the boundary layer of the exit 
cone is sucked into tne u~str.eam ' slot by means of a ,45-horsepower 
blower and Is discharged into the tillLne1 with increased velocity 
thro~gh the ,downs~ream slot • . 
. Previous e~erience with the ,Langley smoke-flow tunnel . 
indicated that turb lienee could be reduced 'by the use of ,a large 
ar ea reduction through the entr'3Il.ce cone and d.ense screens in . 
the l arge section wleai of the entrance cone. This exper .ence 
was u8ed in the design of the Langley -two-dimensional :.low-
turbulence t~el. The section of -the tunnel immediately ahead 
of the entrance cone ' wae made 21 fe et siluare, which gives ,an . 
a~ea reduction of about 19.6 to 1 between this section a~d the 
t~st section. In this large section' a honeycomb made with 9-inch-
square cells was. i nstalled. On the upstream ,side, the honeycomb 
was covered witn ~ 30-mesh standard wire screen, aad 'on the 
downstream side with a 60-mesh screen made of o.0065-·1nch-diameter 
wire. The honeycomb wa:s made up of nine sections, each· 7 .feet 
square. The unusually r a-!Jid. expansion of the tunnF;)l ,air passage 
immediately upstream of t.he honeycomb screens considerably 
reduced the length of the air passage. Such a rapid expansion 
is permissible because the dynamtc pressure of thp. air stream 
at this point is , elatively low and any unevenness of flo,f is 
smoothed ~ut by the 11igh pr essure drop of the honeycomb screens. 
The first airfoil tests were made on a low-drag 'type of . 
alrfol1 section, and the measured drag coefficient was · 0.0030, 
about 50 percent less than haQ previously been meas·~edon a~ 
airfoil of comparab13 thicknoss. ' This test was carded out in 
June 193R. Comparison of this drag coefficient with the laminar 
and turbulent skin-friction curves showed that ·the flow over the 
airfoil was laminar over more than half ' the ·surface. Comparison 
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of other airfoil test results with those obtained in flight also 
indicated that a very low turbulence level had been achieved. It 
was not considered probable, however, that the desired effective 
zero turbulence level, that is, a level at which the air-stream 
turbulence would have a vanishing effect upon boundary-layer 
transition, had been reached. Under favorable conditions, boundary-
layer Reynolds numbers, Ro, of about 5000 were measured in the 
tunnel for some airfoils compared with Ro of 7500 to 9000 
obtained in flight. (See reference 3.) 
Turbulence measurements made in January 1940 with a 
National Bureau of Standards hot-wire anemometer also indicated 
that the air stream had a reasonably low turbulence level compared 
with other wind tunnels. The horj.zontal turbulence components, 
which are of the same order of magni tud.e as the vertical, and 
longitudinal components, are plotted against Reynolds number in 
fi gure 2 and against spanwise position in figure 3. The spanwise 
survey indicated that large variations in the turbulence level 
were present at points corres~onding t o the relative positions 
of the joints between the 7-foot sections of the honeycomb 
upstream. 
Turbulence measurements obtained by comparison of the 
critical ,Reynolds numbers of spheres were not made in the 
Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel. Previous com-
parative tests of spheres in the Langley 8-foot high-speed 
tunnel (reference 4) and in free air (refe~ence 5) gave about 
the same results. Since te sts of the NACA 0012 airfoil in the 
Langley A-foot high-speed tunnel (reference 6) and in the 
Langley two-dimensional low- turbulence tunnel (reference 7) 
indicated a lower turbulence level in the latter tunnel, it was 
conclud.ed that the general level of turbulence was too low 
for the sphere tests to give slgnHlcant results. 
Investigation to Reduce Turbulence Level 
The results of tltrbulence surveys and comparative tests in 
the Langley two-dimensional l ow-turbulence tunnel and in flight 
clearly showed the desirability of further reduction of the 
turbulence level of the tunnel. The turbulence surveys also 
showed the nec essity of elimlnating, insofar as pOSSible, the 
effects of any Joints and supports of the screen. This result 
was believed to be obtainable by the proper installation of a 
number of additional screens. 
Preliminary consideration of the physical factors involved 
suggested the likelihood that for a given pressure drop a number 
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of screens placed one behind the other would be more effective in 
reducing the turbulence level than a single screen to produce the 
given pressure drop. (This reasoning was later substantiated by 
a more detailed investigation by Dryden and his collaborators who 
were also I{orking on the problem of turbulence reduction at abqut 
the same time at the National Bureau of Standards .) The realiza-
tion that some defects might be present in any screen installation 
led ·to the suggestion that a number of screens, each with a 
pressure drop of about one q, would be a good con~romise , (yhere 
q is the dynamic pressure of the air stream at the screens) . . 
In a screen installation with such a pressure drop, the effects · 
of the walee of a plub{3ed spot w'ould be expected to be about the 
same as the effects of the jet of an open spot. 
EX.i?eriments were conducted during the latter part of 1939 
in the Langley smoke-flow tUl'U1el to obtain data that. mi ght be 
used in the design of an improved screen installation for the 
Langley two-dimensional low'-turbulence tunnel. Screen models 
were mounted in the test section of the smoke-flm., tunnel and 
visual observations were Ina<le of the smoke flmv through the screen. 
Screens having a pressure drop of · the order of one q were 
observed to have a marlced effect on breaking up large eddies and 
to reduce markedly the magnitude of the fluctuating velocities 
associated with each eddy. With a 2 -:.mesh screen having a wire 
diameter of 0 .1 inch, it 'vas found that, when the speed exceeded · 
approximately 3 feet per second, the nature of the flow through 
the screen changed. Although the turbulence associated '\Vj. th 
large edd5.es was brol::en up) small-scale eddies were intr oduced 
by the wires themselves. Below this critical speed the flmv 
appeared to be of the viscous type and no small eddies vTere 
observed. 
On the basis of these ,experiments, consideration was given 
to the size of wire for the screens that were to be installed in 
the Langley tyro-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel in order that. 
the Reynolds nUIl'lber for viscous flmv might not be exceeded at the 
highest tunnel speed and thus turb'l)~ence from the wires them-
selve3 mioht be avoided. A wire size of 0 . 0065 was found to be 
suitable and, in order to obtain the desired pressure drop of one 
q, a 30-mesh screen with this. .wire diameter ,'ras selected. 
Information published' by Taylor on the decay of turbulence 
behind screens (refe rence 8) indicated that a spacing betl.een 
the screens of approximately 100 times the length of one screen 
mesh would be more effective than closer spacing, so that, if 
turbulence were prod.uced by any screen, this turbulence vTould 
have a chance to die out befort;) reaching the next screen. 'l'he 
number of screens needed was. indefinite, and the final level of 
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turbulonce seemed to be determined by the amo'unt of turbulence 
introduced by the last screen. Great care was therefore believed 
necessary in the fabrication and installation of the sc~een8. 
The screen wire was made of phosphor bronze and was woven 
in strips 7 feet wide with a special selvage as shOwn in figure 4(a). 
Three strips were sewed together with o.0065-inch diameter wire, 
the strand. of wiro· th:rough each mesh at the selvage being care-
fully l ooped in such a manner that there was no overlapping of the 
strips and a joint was produced which presented minimum disc'ontinui ty. 
Brass strips were f astened around the four sides of the completed 
screen -panel and the assembly was hung tn place in the tunnel on 
springs, spaced 1 foot apart, attached to the brass-edge strips 
through cables and turnbuckles. Enough tension "TaS put in the 
springs to hold the screen taut but not· to allow the stress 
produced in the wires of the screen by the air stream and by 
tunnel expansion to be too high. Seven l ayers ·of screens, 
spaced 3 inches, were installed in' the large section of the tunnel 
downstream of the honeycomb. Figure 4(b) shOi'TS schematically a 
section of one edge of the screen and the baffles which direct 
the air stream through the screens. The installation was com-
pleted in October 1940. 
Turbulence measurements were again mad,e with the National 
Bureau· of Standards hot-wire apparatus in. January 1941 . The 
results, as shown in figures 2 and 3, ino. i cated that the level 
of turbulence had ceen reduced to the orter of one-tonth that of 
the turbulence level before the screen ins-c:l.llation (to . about 
0 .01 to 0.02 percent of free-stream velocity). The large spanwise 
variation formerly caused by the joints in the honeycomb was 
now seen to be very small. A gradual riso in the turbulence 
level with increased tunnel speed was found. This gradual rise 
in turbulence level might be influenced by an increase in noi se 
level with increase in propeller 'speod . It may be pointed out 
that the turbulence level measured was so low that it approached 
the limit of accuracy of the apparatus. 
Figure 5 shows the results of drag surveys on . the 
NACA 67-215 alrfoil section before and after the installation 
of the turbulence-reducing screens. The Reynolds ntunber at 
which the drag beg.an to rise "Tith increasing Reynolds number 
showed a marked increase after the screens were installed. 
Since model condi.tions were the same for both tests, this 
increase indicates that the reduction in turbulence level was 
sufficient to affect the drag appreciably. 
Information and experience obtained from work on the 
Langley two-dimensional lO"T- turbulence tunnel proved invaluable 
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in the design and operation of the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence ~ressure tunnel and was undoubtedly a large factor .in 
the success of the latter tunnel. 
THE LANGLEY TYfO -DIMENSIONAL LOW -TURBULENCE 
PRESstmE TUNNEL 
Descr"iption 
Size and ran~e of pressures.- The TJ8ngley two-dimensional 
low-t1rrbulence preSSQre tunnel is a sinele-return closed-throat 
t~nel, the general arrangement of 'Thieh is shown in figures 6 
and 7. The tunnel is constructed of heavy steel ~late so that 
the pressure of the air may be varied from approximat~ly flUl 
vacuum to lO atmospheres absolute, thereby giving a '·Tide range 
of air densities. Reciprocating compressors with a capacity of 
1200 cubic feet of free air per minute provide compressed air. 
Since the tunnel shell has a volume of about 83,000 cubic feet, 
a compression rate of a-pproximately one a.tmosphere -per hour is 
obtained. The tunnel has not been operated at pressures lASS 
than atmos-pheric. 
The test section is rectangular in shape, 3 feet Wide, 
7~ feet high, and 7~ feet long. Figur e 8 1.s a view of the test 
section looking downstream. The air stream enters the test 
section through a relatively short entrance cone fr0m a large 
square section giving a contraction ratio of 17.6 to 1. 
The over-all size of the wind-tunnel shell is about 
146 feet long and 58 feet wide 1<1i th a maximum diameter of 
26 feet. The test section and entr ance and exit cones are 
surrounded by a 22-foot diameter section of the shell to 
provide a space to house much of the essential equipment. 
This s-pace 1s called the test chamber. Figure 9 shows a view 
of the interior of the test chamber. 
Curved turns at the ends of this tunnel are used instead 
of the conventional right angle corners to minimize the stress 
concentrations associated. with the high air pressures used. The 
use of continuous splitter vanes instead of gUide yanes, in the 
large turn as shown in figure 7(b), was also for structural 
reasons rather than aerodynamic . 
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An air lock is provided. to allow access to the test chamber 
and test section when the tunnel is at pressures other than 
atmospheric. Use of the air lock by operating personnel is 
limited to pressures of not over 4 atmospheres absolute. 
The wind tunnel is anchored at one centrally located point 
and is supported at other points by flexible COlllilillS and sliding 
shoes in order to allow for movement due to temperature and 
pressure stresses. 
Previous experience in the Langley smoke - flovT tunnel had 
indicated that convective currents caused by unequal heating o~ 
various parts of the air strerua could introduce appreciable amounts 
of turbulence. A sun shade vas therefore provided over the t op of 
the tunnel shell to reO.UC0 the differences in temperature betvTe~n 
the upper 8..TJ.d lower parts of the air stream due t o solar heating 
of the upper part of the shell . 
Drive and control system.·- The air s tream of the Langley two -
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel is driven by a 20-blade 
aluminum -alloy propeller having a diame t er of 13 f eet. Counter-
vanes directly dOvmstream of the .propeller are provided to re"move 
the tvTist from the air stream. The pitch of the propeller blades 
and the angle of the countervanes are ad j ustable) but no change 
in setting i s ne cessary for the present opera t i ng range because 
the motor develops approxi~stely full power over a 2 to 1 speed 
range . The propeller hub i13 enclosed by a :i-foot-diameter fairing . 
The propeller shaft extends thrQugh. a packing gland in the tvnnel 
shell and is connected to the mot or l oca ted in an ad j oining 
building . 
The" drive motor is a 2000 -horsepower separately excited 
direct -current motor. ?m.,rer i s supplied t o the drive rr:.o t or from 
a motor genera t or set. The field circuits of both the mot or 
and the genera tor are equipped vTi th vacuD1ll-tube voltage re gula tors 
to minj.mize fluc tua tions in speed. Speed can be easily controlled 
throug..hout the entire range from idling speed to 600 rpm by 
v~Ting the Gel~rator voltage and the mot or field by manual move -
ment of rheostats in the reBulator -control circuit . 
TUDJlel speed is measured on ~ manometer in tel~S of the 
uncorrected dyna1cQC pressure qo ' of the air stream in the test 
section. An indication of the ralue of qo t is obtained from 
the d.ifference betvTeen the pressure s on an i D!pact ( total pressure) 
tube locat ed in the large section of t he tunnel ahead of the 
entrance cone and the static pressvre on static orifices l ocated 
a short distance upstream of the test section . Both the total-
pressure tube and the static -pr essure orifices were calibrated 
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against a s t andardized 'l'rind- t unne l calibraq ng' p i to - a1'a ,; jc t ube 
mounted in the hm .. l1el test section. Factors ¥Tlth which to correct 
tbe measured total pressw,'p. and ataM :) pressures .'ere thu.s 
obtained. The dynamj.c-pY'Gssure, Reyn~)lds number , and Ma~b number 
range of the tunnel for various tank p essures are shown in ' 
fJgure 10 . 
. SC l~een installl'l.ti rm . - A screen inst'3,l ls.tion patteJ'ned' · after 
the previously de sc:cibed screen installatton in the Langley two .. 
dimensional l ow-turbu.lence tt'.nneJ WEtS mad8 in the new press1tre 
tunnel. (See fi g, 11.) Eleven screens were ins talled, however) 
instead of seven and the su'sl?,enston s1?~·:.l.ngs and f a steZlJngs T,'ei's 
made considerably stronger to 1o'i. thstand the htgller J.onas . It '\<TB:S 
not possible, with a prac t ical cereen i n s t a.lla t1.on, t o keep t he 
Reynolds number of the flow a.r ound, the wire s ef t he sc):een belm'; 
,.the critica l value for yiscou8 flow throu.shout the entire 
operating range of this ttmnel. The w:l r e size used (O.006S-inch 
dlam~te:r.), however, allowed the tunnel to bl3 op'erated below the 
critjcal Roynolds number ·of the wire s up to a model Reynold s 
n11Inber of about ').5 x 106 per f oot of model Ch OTd. · (See fi tS 10.) 
Up'stream of the eleven 3D-menh screens, a 60 -mesh f'lGreen wa'f3 
installed on a framework which sUPlJo r ts the cooling coils 
described in the next section. 
Turbl.i!.,ence measurements 'l-lere made in AUlSvst 1941 with the 
Naticnal ~t'.reau of Standards ho+.-wire a neIDc:me t er and t yp i cal 
resul ts are shown in figure 2 . 
Cooling installation.- A finned cooling con 1s locateo, :1.n 
the lar ge B.ection of the tunnel I m.media.tely upstream of the 
60-mesh screen to contr ol .the temperature of the air stream. 
ThIs cooling coil, "1hich is "i inches thick and covers the whole 
area of the air s tream) contains a double row of copper t 'bes 
throug.'I1 which water froID ·1:\. ·cooling tower is passed at the !' '3.te 
of 1000 gallons Der minute . In order to give a neorl y uniform 
cooling distribution, the '·rater enters some of ·the tubes from 
the top and others from the bottom. The coil is of adequa te 
capacity to r emove all the heat put inte the air str eam during 
full-pmTer operation af:ter a moderflte rise in atr-strcam tempe:r-ature . 
In order to prevent extremely high humidity when the air in 
the tunnel is compressed, dehumidification of the ai r is necessary. 
This result is accomplt shed 'by a refrtgeration l)nit in the t est 
chamber conta ning coils for Freon-12 a.'1:l water. Air from the 
tt'.illlel is circulated through the 'cefriger atlon coils by a blo'l'Te!', 
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and the condensed moisture flows out of the tunnel through a 
drain trap. A relative humidity of about 50 percent is usually 
maintained. 
The refrigeration unit also provides necessary cooling of 
the test chamber when the operating perso~ne1 are working inside . 
Addit:!.onal coils for Freon-12, operating from the same refrigera-
tion compressor as the coils in the test chamber, are installed 
in the air lock to provide cooling for personnel making entries 
into compressed air. 
Blower equipment .- Auxiliary blower equi1JIIl.ent consisting of 
three multistage centrifugal blowers, each driven by a 100-horsepower 
shunt-wound direct-current motor, is installed inside the tunnel 
test chamber. Each blower has a maximum capacity of 3950 cubic feet 
per minute with a pressure rise of 3.5 ~ounds per square inch at 
atmospheric pressure and a maximum capacity of 1720 cubic feet per 
minute with an 8.0-pound~per-Bquare-inch pressure rise at 
10 atmospheres. 
The blower duct system is interconnected so that flexibility 
in the use of the blowers in tunnel operation is obtained. Either 
one or two of the blowers is used for boundary-layer control of 
the test-section wall and for control of the test-section 
longitudinal static-pressure gradient in a manner similar to 
that previously described for the test section of the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnel. The remaining blower or 
blowers are used for tests requiring -an external air supply. 
Model sizes.- Models tested in the Langley two-dimensional 
low-turbulence pressure t1mnel usually completely span the 3-foot-
wide test section. Chords of these models have ranged from 6 
to 100 inches. In general, however, two ranges of chord size 
are used, namely, 24-inch chord (fig. 12) for standard lift, 
drag, and pitching-moment characteristics, and large-chord (70 to 
90 inch) practical-construction models (fig. 13) f or drag measure-
ments over a small angular range near design lift. Mod.el chords 
for the cleterm.ination of maximum lift coefficients bave been 
limite1 to j6 inches because of the effect of the tunnel walls 
on the pressure distributions of large models at high lift 
coefficiem_s. 
Methods of mounting models.- For almost all tests except 
those in which pitchtng moments are to be obtained, models are 
locked to the angle-of-attack mechanism and completely span the 
l 
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tlUlIlel test section with the :ends of the model sealed to prevent · 
air J_eakage. When pitching moments are to be obtained in the 
test, the model is mounted on a pitching-moment balance which is 
describeo_ in a subsequent section entitled, . 'TorCJ.ue Balance ·for 
Moments." 
Types of investigations to i·,hich t1..UL1J.el is suited. - Tho 
Lane:ley tyro -dimensional low-turbulence .pressl..lre turmel, with 
the present .eqrtipl1lent, is :,?articularly sui ted for investi c;ati on 
of the effects of the basic variables of shape, . camber , and ·· 
surface condition on airfoil, flap, and control-:surface charac-
teristics at Reynolds l1lJIJ:bers lri qr near the :flight range of 
modern airplanes, These basiC variables can. be studied. ·ru1d 
evaluated from t'YTo-dimensional-flmf data, . i-Thich s:Ullplifies the 
problems to a Great extent, becaufJG I1fu"1y cOlllpUcatin factors 
enterinc the three --dimensional tests are e,li:m:Lnatcd. Investiga-
tions are made ,.,i th relat1vely inexpensive models· of a size 
convenient for handline , and. the res1)~ ts of the tests are· 
quickly obtained w:lth only a small aruotmt of computation. 
Typical models are shown in figures 12 , 13, anlL lt~. 
Investigations to find the aer.od;~rnam1 c characteristics of 
airfoils ''lith a:tr intalces anG. exits (f:t g . 15 ) or '-with o01mdary-
layer control slota (fig. 16 ) can be easily ll~cie, 8...TJ.(1 t lewing-
body interference effects of nacelles, fuse l aGes, ~ropeilers, 
jets J and protuberances (fie; . 17) can b0 determined. at relatively 
hi611 Reynolds !lumbers "ith models of a convenient size . 
Nethods of Measuren.ent 
A larce part of' the f ollowing d i scussion of methods of 
measurement is taken from the appendix of reference 9 J ,,,hich 
was written by M. Ivl . Klein. 
-
15 
The 11ft and drag char&eteristics of airfoils tested in 
the Lanr;ley two-di m.ensional low-turbulence pressure ;tunnel are 
usually meastlred by me thode not requiring tho use of balances . 
lift is evalua ted from a measurerr...ont of pI'es s ure reactions on 
the f l oor and ceilin8 of the t1,mnel. The drag is obtained :L'rom 
lileasurer.18nts of statj.c and t otal pressures in the walee of the 
airfoil. Moments are usually meastlred by a balance . These '· 
methods of 111easurine the 1'orces on· the mode·l have the advantage 
that data can be easily reduced and' tare corrections j_n the 
The 
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usual sense, that is, forces acting on the model support~ are 
eliminated. 
Measurement of lift.- The lift carried by the airfoil 
induces an equal and opposite reaction upon the floor and 
ceiling of the tunnel. The 11ft may thereforo be obtained by 
integrating the' pressure distributi-on along the floor and 
ceiling of the tunnel. This integration is made automatically 
with an integrating manometer described subsequently herein • 
. Theoretically, the pressure field about the airfoil extends to 
infini ty in both the upstream and dmmstream directions. All 
the lift is therefore not included in the finite length in the 
vicinHy of the test section over which the integration is 
performed. The orifices in the floor and. ceiling in the 
Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pr essure tunnel extend 
over a length of approximately 13 feet. The r atio of the measured 
lift to the actual 11ft for any lift distribution has been 
calculated theoretically. The calculation was made by finding 
the ratio of the measured lift to the actual lift of a two-
dimensional point vortex situated at any position along the 
center line of the tunnel. A plot of this ratio ~x against 
position in the tunnel 1.s given in figure 18. The r atio of 
the measured lift to the actual lift fo r any lift distribution ~ 
is found by determining the weighted average ~x over the 
chord of the model over the floor of the tunnel a s follows: 
wher e PR is the resultant pre~sure coefficient. The values 
of ~b and ~a for the Langley two- dimensional low~turbulence 
pressure tunnel are given in the following t able wher e ~b is 
the ~ factor corresponding to the basic mean line load and 
~a is the ~ factor f or the additional type of l oad as given 
by thin-airfoil theory. The basic mean-li ne load of the airfoil 
is designated by the symbol .a which denote s the fraction of the 
chor d from the lead ing cdge over whi ch the de sign load is 
uniform (reference 9) . . 
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VALUES OF T)a AND T'lb FOR L_4NGLEY TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
LO~r-Tl"JRBF' ENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL 
~. 0.'5 I 1.0 I 2.0 I 4 .0 I 6.0 8.0 I I 
.-
"b 
° 
0·9320 0.9321 10.9322 0.9302 \°.9251 0.9165 
.1 
·9320 ·9323 ·9323 ·9303 I ·9253 ·9168 
.2 
·9 321 .93211- ·9325 ·9306 ·9258 ·9173 
.) ·9 '122 ·932'5 ·9328 ·9310 ·9262 ·9177 
.4 
·9323 ·9327 ·9330 ·931'5 ·9?66 ·9177 
·5 ·9324 ·9329 ·9333 ·9318 ·9267 ·9172 
.6 
·9325 ·9331 ·9i36 ·9320 ·9264 .9160 
.7 ·93?6 ·9333 ·9139 ·9322 ·9258 .9140 
.8 
·9327 ·9335 .9342 ·9321 .9247 ·9109 
·9 ·9328 ·9337 · ·9345 ·9318 ·9231 ·9066 
1.0 
·9330 ·9339 ·9347 ·9314 ·9209 .90 0 
---
The lift coefficient of the model in the tunrlel uncorrected 
for blopking c~' is given in t orms of the lift coefficient 
measu:ced in the tunnel c1r;: and the de s i.gt1 lift coefficient of 
the airfoil c7, i by the l()llowing equation: 
Inasmuch as Tlb does not .differ much from TlaJ it is not 
necessary that the basic load or the design lift coefficient be 
known w'ith gr eat accuracy . 
17 
Because of tunnel-wall and other effects , the lift di8t~1bltion 
over the airfoil in the t~mnel does not agree exactly with the 
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assumed lift d.istribution, but because of the ' small variation of 
~ with lift distribution, error s caused by this effect are 
conside"i'od negligible . E:rror s caused by neglecting the effect 
of airfoil thicknes s on the distribution of the lift reaction 
along the tllnnel valls can also be shoiffi to be small. 
Measurement of drA.g.- The drag of an airfoil may be obtained 
from observati.ons of- the pre.asure s 1n the wake (r~ference 10 ). 
An approximation to the drag is given by the loss in total pressure 
of the air in the wake of the airfoil. The loss of total pressure 
is measured by a rake of total-pressure tubes in the wake . The 
rake used. in the Langley two-dimons:ional low-tur bulence pressure 
tunnel is ShO'ffi schematically in fi gure 19 and the survey 
apparatus for movine; the rr ke in fi gur e 20 . \-lhen the total 
pressures in front of the a i r foil and in the ,yake are represented 
by Ho and ~Y.J respectively , the draB coefficient cdrr obtained 
from loss of total pres~ure is 
whet'e 
Hc coefficient of 10es of total p~essure in the wake (:0 ;oBw~ 
Yw di s tance perpend:i.cular to str eam direction from position 
of Hc 
max 
If the stat~c pressur e :l.n the wace is represented by Pw' 
the true dr ag coeffici ent uncor~cected for blocki ng cd' may 
be shown to be ( r eference 10) 
where Sw is the 
Tho ass umption is 
r 2/P--~ (1 - i/l - H~) dYcw 
'{rak e vT 
( H - P ) static.-pressuro coeffi c ient in the wake -~o w. 
made tha t tho vari ation of total pt'es8uro 
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across the wake can be represcnted by a normal probe,bili ty CU.TVa . 
The drag coefficient c el' '. s then eastly obtainablE) from measure-
ments of cdT by means of a factor K, the ratio of Cd' to 
cd
T
' ivhieh depends only on Sw and the maximum value of Hc ' If 
the maximum value of Hc is represented by IT the equation 
craax ' 
of the normal probabiHty curve is 
where 'B is a dimens i onle s constant that determines the :width 
of the wake . If a convenient variable of integration Y = Byw is 
c 
used, the ratio K is 
and is i ndependent of the width of the wake . The quantity K 
h a s been evalua t.ed for var 10us vfl~ue s of He and Sy by 
max 
a ssuming S", to be co stcmt across th8 w'ake . The d.ra coefficient 
Cd ' ~ay thus be obtained from tunnel mea surements of 
and. A -plot of K as a function of H with 
cmax: 
parameter is given in ft gure 21 . 
p r obl em i s given in r e f er ence 11. 
A par alle l treatment 
Cd ,He ' T max 
Sw as a 
of this 
TorQ ue b alance for moments . - Pi tclling moments are measured 
in the I,angley tvlO-dimeDsional l ow-turbulence pre ssure tunnel by 
mountlnG t h e mode l on a t orqi.le - r od balance . Thi s balance is 
ShOiVll s chemat i cally in fi B11.re 22. Defl ection of the t orque rod 
Is amplified. and indo cated by a elial gage whi ch is read by the 
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operators . The morrent corresponding to the observed defl e c t i on of 
the dial Gage is obtained. :L _om a calibration curve . 
Calibration of the balance was :me.de by hanging ,,,eights on an 
arm of Imov,''l1 len[;th attached t o a stiff bar which was mounted on 
the balance in place of the mode l. The balance was calibrated for 
a rs.nge of moments from about 235 foot-po1)ncls in the direction of 
positive air..: oil pitchtnG moments to 650 foot -p unds in the negative 
directi on. A correspondIng calibration curve "ras obtained f or 
anGular deflection of the balance 80 that the angle of attack of 
the model can be corrected . 
Since it is necessary to !lOl.L'1t the mod.els \,i th the end.s clear 
of the tunnel walls , a method of sealing the gaps is necessary . 
For this purpose, rubber seals are attached to the ends of the 
model as shovlU in fi SL1.re 23 . These sealn are inflated with air 
to seal the. gaps whe n moment reacl:Lnc;s are taken and deflat8d when 
the angle of attack is chc.nged. Ne gligible errors in moment 
readinGs :ces l.l t from the use of the rubber seals since a large 
part of the deflection of the t orque rod OCC1.:trs before the seals 
a.re i nfl ated; and after the seals are L.flated, any additional 
deflection resultin5 from a change in monent due to sealing the 
ends of the model causes a r olling action of the seals, which 
offers very li ttl e resistance to small movements . 
rrinciples of intewUnG manometers . - Integrating manometers 
are used in both of the LanBley t\To -diraensional 10.T- turbulence tu..n.nels 
to measu':'e lift C'.:ld drag . In the case of the drag measurements, 
the integrating manometer gives an indication of the inteE;i:'B.l 
,I (Ho - '[~ •.• ) dy , "" . t .. i t th dr I il... a .L l r ,:l approx:una'c on 0 e ag, 
(,wa1\e 
where 
Ho free-stream total pressure 
Hvr total pre ssure indica ted by :i.nd.i vidual tube in ,'Take 
I n the case of the l:"ft measUJ.~em0nts, two integrating manometers 
are used to evaluate the f ollo.,ing intec.;rals: 
t (Pr - ptr) dL 
UL 
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where 
r eference press ure 
static prescure at fu~y point on the ce iling within the 
length L 
21 
J?r, s tatic pre sstU'e at an~' point on the floor vTithin the l e ngth L 
Each integrating Manometer consis ts of a gr-oup of calibrated 
tubes having unifoTa bores 0:: equal di81nsters connected r igidl y to 
a common manil~old and filled v1i t h Uquj d to a convenient level . 
Figlu'e c:4 shoy18 the a:-ranf· :lent s c11e!natically . The liCJ.uid level 
in one tube, calle d. the integrating tube, is r ead wi th a mi crometer 
11 icros cope to obtain a sufficiently accurate rsa.d il1[," . This 
integratinG t ube) t05e-l:.he:- wi th onG 0 Dl0re other tube8 of the 
nanorreter, is connected to a sui.table re e r ence pressure . For t he 
drag me a.sux'ements, t hi s pl'eSS1Jre is the lree - strea.:"'l. total pJ:'essure . 
For the lift measuremel ts, it io an a1:'bi t.rary r eference pressure . 
The values of the aforementi oned integrals aTe obta.ined Dy observing 
the chanS8 in l ovel of t he integrating t ube that occurs '-Then a 
:pressure distribution is applied t the manometer. 
The basic r elations for the integrathlg manometers may be 
derived as follows: Let 
Pr r eference pressure 
Pl ~ . presstU'e applied to individual tube ,c, . . . l 
6L distance beuveen uniformly spaced pressure orifices 
n number 01' individual tubes in integrating manometer or 
individual pr essure orif ices ( tubes not acted upon 
b;;r reference pre SBure ) 
Ie ratio of combined are a of tubes connected to r eference 
pr e ssure to the area of a tube co~~ected to an 
individual orif ice 
A area 0f individl'al manometer tube 
a height of liqui d "Then same pressure is applied to 
all tubes 
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height of liquid in integrating tube when pressure 
distribution is applied to marJ.omet el' and reference 
pressure Pr is appli ed to integrating and r eference 
tubes 
height of li~uid ln any in(li vidua l tube when pressure 
distribution is applied 
The volume of l i quid above the level b when a pressure distribution 
n 
is applied to the manometer is equal to 2::. (hi - b)A and the volume 
1 
of liquid above the l evel b when the ~res8urc on all t ubes is t he 
same is equal to (n + k)A(i - b). Because the total volume of 
liquid in the me,nometer is constant 
n 
>~(hi - b) = (n+ k) (a - b) 
1 
The deflection of each individual tube (h .  - b) is proportional 
.l 
to the pressure d1.ffel'enGe (Pr - Pi) or P(hi - b) -= Pr - Pi 
where p is the iensity of manometer liquid. Hence, 
n 
~ (pr - Pi )6L = p(n + k) (a - b)6L 
1 
If the s~ cing of the incUvid.uo.l orifices i s sufficiently close , 
then for the li.ft integrati.ng manometer 
or, in the case of the drag manometer, 
r (Ho - Rw) dy = p(n + k) (a - b) 6~ 
-Wake 
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~here 6Y 1s the spacing of the total pressure tubes in the rake. 
ThE' correspondi ng d.rag coefficient oWl' is found by dividing this 
integral by the dynamic presaure qQ ' and tho chcrd of t he model 
The dynamic pressnre Clo' is usuallY found from the deflection 
6PSP of another manometer using the same liquid as the integrating 
nanometer as follows: 
~here fSp is a calibration factor for 6PSp. nence 
= (n + k) (a - b)~y 
fSp6PSpc 
The relations when the integrating manometers are applied to 
the measurement of lift may be derived by a similar process . 
Turirlel-Wall Corrections 
c. 
As discussed by M. M. Klein in the appendix of reference 9, in 
two-dimensional flow, the t~~lel ~~lls rr~y be conveniently considered 
as having two distinct effects upon the flow over a model in the 
tunnel: 
(1) An increase in the free-stream velocity in the neighborhood 
of the model because of a constriction of the flow 
(2) A distortion of the lift distribution from the induced 
curvature of the flow 
The increase in free-stream velocity caused by the tunnel walls 
(blocking effect) is obtained from consideration of an infinite 
vertical row of images of a s~~etrical body as given in r efe rence 12; 
the images represent the effect of the tunnel walls . For con~ 
veniehce in tunnel calculations , the expression for 6V, the 
increment of tunnel velocity caused by blocking, may be inr1tten 
~ = /l.a 
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vThere 
11
2 ( C)2 
(J = 48 .Thr 
wherein c is model chord and hr the tun.."lel height . The factor cr 
depends only on the size of the body. The f actor A depends on the 
sha~oe of the b od.y . T 1e value of A may be obtained from the velocity 
distribution over the body by the expression 
,,,here v is the velocity at any }Juint on the surface and dYt / a:x 
),8 the slope of tl18 surface at an~r point at w'hich the ordinate 
is Yt . 
In addition t o the erre r caused by blocking, an error exists 
in t.h~ measured tunnel vel.:;c:i ty because of the interference effects 
of the moctel upon the velocity incUcated by the static -pressure 
orifices loc::~.tod in the vertical '\"a11s a fevT ~eet upstream of the 
model and half vTa
u 
betvre en the floor and ceilin6 . In order t o 
co:-:orect for this errr)r, an analysis ,,,as Llade of the velocity 
distrioution along the streamline half' way betvleen the upper and 
the l..:.mer tu..Tll1el '-lUlls for RanJrine ovals of varj.ous sizes and 
thiclmess 1'8. tios . The anal;;'si8 sho,,,ed that the correction could 
be expressed; vTi thi n the range of conventional -airfoil thiclmess 
rat:l. os, as a proctuct of a thiclme ss factor given by the blocking 
factoJ:' A a11c1 a factor ~ ,,,hlCh d.epends upon the size of the 
model ano. the distance from the static --pressure orifices t o the 
y(dd.chord point of the model . The corrected indicated tunnel 
veloci ty V t could t!len be \,,!,:\. tten 
V I = V " (1 + A ~ ) 
>{here V" io the 'eloci ty measl).r e o. by the static -pressure orifices . 
In the Langley two-d-Lme:lSione.l 10vT-turbulence tunneJ.s , for a node l 
having a chord of 2 :reet : the ' eli stance frOJYl the static -:pre ssure 
orifices t o the midchcrd :9oint of the moa.el i a:9~roxinlately 
5.} fee t , 8...T1d the corresponclinG value of ~ is ap~roximate ly 0 .002 . 
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In order to calculate the effect of the tunnel "\.ralls upon the 
lift distribution, a com,arison is made of the lift distribution of 
a g1 Yen airfoil in a tu..'1Ilol and in free a.ir on the basis of thin-
e.irfoil theory. It is assumed that the flow conditions in the tunnel 
correspond most closely to t~ose in free air when the additional 
lift in the tunnel and in i 1'ee air are the same (reference 13) · 
On this baSiS, the follmv.i..ng corrections are derived (reference 13), 
in which the primed quantities refer to the coefficients measured 
in the tunnel: 
c 2 = [1 - 2A (a + s) - a) c I 
+ a 
4acmc / 4' 
, 
dc 1 Ida. 1 1 0 
I n the foregoing equations , the t erms 
are usually negligible for 
dimensional low-turbulence 
2-foot- chord models in 
tunnels. 
C I 
2 
4 
the Langley two-
When the effect of the tu..Dnel v~lls on the pressure distribu-
tion over the model is · small, t he vTall effect on the drag 16 
merely that corresp(mding to an increase in the tu.nnel speed. 
The correction to the drag coefficient i8, therefore, given by 
the fo1lm.,ing relation: 
(1) 
Similar considerations ht:we been applied to the development of the 
corrections for the pressure distribution in reference 13. 
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Eql.latlon (1) negJ.ec t s "he blocking due to the wake, such 
blockin g be ing sm.all a t l c'w to moderat e drags . The effect of a 
pressure gradient i n t he t unne l u"9on l oss of total press ure in the 
.Take is not easUy anal yzed but is estimated to be small. The 
eff oct of pressure gradiont upon t,he drag has, ther efor e , been 
di sregarded. When the drag is measured by a ba lance, the eTfect 
of t he pressure gradient upon the a.raG is d i r ec t l y additive and a 
corre c t ion should be applie d. For large models, especially at 
high lif t c oeffi..cients, the effect of t he t unne l .ralls is t o 
di s t or t the pressure dis t ribution a ppreciably . Such distorti ons 
of Ghe pre ssure di stribut ion may cause large change s in the 
b oundary flow and no adequ.a te corre c t.j.ons t o any of the coeffiCie n t s, 
par t icularly the drag , can be found . 
Corre c tion f or blockin &; a t high lift s .. - So l ong as the flow 
f ollows the airfoil surface, the foregoing relations account f or 
the effe c t,s of the t unnel walls wi th sufficient accuracy . Whe n 
t he flow leaves the surface, the blocking increases because of the 
predominant e ffe ct of the wake upon the free-stream ve l oc ity . Since 
the wake effec t shows up primar i l y in the drag, the increase in 
b l ockin g ,",ould l ogicall y be expressed in terms of the drag . The 
accnrate measurement of dr ag under t hese conditions by means of a 
rako is i mpr a c tIcal be caase of spanwise movements of Im,/-energy air. 
A method of' corree·t ing for increased blocking at. high angl es of 
a t t ack wi t hout dr a g measuremen t s has therefore been devised f or use 
in t h0 Langley two -dimensional l ow- turbulence tunnels . 
Read i ngs to i nd:Lcate the floor and ceiling velocities are 
take n a few i nches ahe ad of t.he quarter-chord point and averaged 
t o remove the effect of lift . This a'lerage F J "'hich is a mea sure 
of t he effective tunne l ve l oci ty , is esse n t ially constan t, ' i n the 
10;'/ - 1 ' f t rane;e . The quant ity F IF 0' where F 0 is t he .a verage 
of F in t he low··lif t r ange , however , shm'/s a variation from 
1.l.Tli t y i n t he hi gh ··lif t range f or any airfoil tes t ed a t high lif t s . 
A pl o t of FIFo a~aillst an gle of a ttack 0:.0 ' for a 2 ~foot -chord 
model of t he NACA 643-418 airfoil is give n i n figure 25. The 
quant i toy F IFo is nearly const ant for values of 0:.0 I up t o 120 ; 
but for va l ue s of 0:.0 I great er than 120., FIFo increases, and t he 
incr ease i s particularly notice able a t and ove r the s t all. 
A t he or e ti cal compar i s on vTaS made of t he blocking fac tor A a, 
and ~he ve l oci t y mea sured by t he r'l oor and ceiling orifice s for a 
ser i e3 of Rankine ovals of various sizes and thj,clmess ra t ios. The 
qua rter -cho:cd p oint of each oval vTaS loca t ed a t the pivot point, 
the usual posi c, j on of an airfoi l i n t he turmel . The analysiS shovTe d 
t he relat ion be t wee n t he blocki ng fac tor 1'. (J and tho change in F 
t o be unique for chord l engch s up to 50 inches in tha t differ en t 
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bodios havj.ng the same b10ck1ng factor Aa gave approximately the 
same value of F · For chords up to 50 inches , the rela tionship is 
boV 4r- (F \ 
_., - = O. ") - - 1\ 
V . Fo J (2) 
',Thore !::,V Iv is t he j.ncrement. in tunnel veloci ty due to blocking. 
The foregoi ng rela t ion ",as adopted t o ob a in the correc tion to t he 
blockin~ in the range of lift s whsre ~ > 1 . t~, - Fo 
Considerable ~~certainty exis t s r o £ardi n g t he correct 
numerical value of t he c00fflciant oc urring in equation (2 ). If 
a row of sources) rather 'cban the Ranlch18 ovals used i n the present 
analysis) is considered to repre sent t.he effect of the wake) the 
value of the coefficient in equation (2 ) would be approximately 
t wice the value used . Fo]" "una tely: t he correction amount s to 
oLly abou t 2 percent a t maximum lif t for an extreme condi t ion with 
a 2 -foo t.. -chor d m del. }i'ul''Chor ref .i.nement of this c orrection has, 
t herefore} not been attom9t.ed. 
Comparlson with expe!im:'lnt: ... A check of the validity of the 
tunnel-v!all. c orroctions has been made in reference 13, whj.ch gives 
l :i.ft and moment for models baving various r a 'c,:;'08 of cherd to 
t1.UUlel height) uncorrec t.ed and corre c ted fo r t unnel-wall effects . 
The general agreement of t he corrected curves shows that the 
method of correc tin g the lif es and mome nts is valid. 
A compar i son is made i n reference 13 be t ween t be t heoretical 
c erre c "tion factor (e quat i on (1)) and t he experimen'Cally derived 
corrections of refe r once 14 . The theoretical correction fact-ors 
were found to be i n sood acreement i-ri th those obtained experimentally. 
In order to check t he validity of t he ll-fac tor, a comparison 
has been ma do of l ift values obtai~ed from pressure dis tr butions 
wi th those ob t ained fr om the inte g:' ation of the floor and ce iling 
-Pl'essures in Lhe t Ulmel. A comparisan for t wa airfoils given in 
figure c6 Sh0 WS t,hac t he tyro me thods of meas:xring lif":. give results 
t hat are in good a greement. The TJ-fac tor has also been checke d 
by comparison of the li.f't 'Obtaine d from balanc.e measuremen t s wi t h 
the :!.n tegra Ling manometer values in figu.re 2 '( . 
Finally , a check has been made 'Of the method of cor~ec ting 
pressure dis t ribut i ons (refer ence 13) for NACA 6 - series airfoils 
of two chord lengths a t ze , .) angle of attack in fi gure 28 J in 
which "he pressure coeffic:;'en t s are plotted aeains ' chordwise 
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:pOS1-lOn X/c. The agree:nent be t ween the corrected :pressur e 
d Jst,ributions f a .. _ both models verifios the method of making t he 
tunnel-wall c orrecticns. 
Typical Result s 
$ta~dard airfoil charac teristics . - Figu:~6 29 , which give s 
"he aerodyna.mic charac teris l;ic s of t he NACA 642 -215 airfoil sec"i0n, 
shOl-rs the t ype and. range of data ob ta.ined in a standard airfoi l 
te s t of 8. 24 - _~nch - chord mode 1 (fi g . 12 ) in t he .Langle y two-
dimens ional 10l-r - t urbule nce pressure t unnel . These results are 
typ·ical of t hose present ed in r ference 9 for' a large number of 
airfoils testeel in --1:is wind t unnel . 
The Reyn'llds munber range 0' 3 to 9 x 106 was selected for 
con~ nienee in te s tin g since th S8 Reynclds numbers can be reached 
wi th 24-inch ... hord mod01s a t air pre8sures which arE- not above ~he 
limi ~ allowe d. f or :personnel to e!lter the t unnel under :pr ei3sure -w 
inspe c t ~odels . Tes~s can also ~e mada more quickly using t hese 
l ower a ir ~ re8 ur08 . Tbes8 Rdynolds numbdrs a,r e \>li t hin the landing 
Reynolds numb:3!, range "Jf many airplanes , and it i s t hough t that 
suff ic i en t J.ndlcation f ·Lhe scale effect en t he airfoi l character-
is dcs i s obtaine d. -or applicat ion t o larger airplar as. 
Since it is rea_izod t ha t airplanes do not usually operate 
,vi t h ae-rod?namicallv smooth surfaces on the wings, s andard 
a i rfoil sec ci on charac t eristics (as sho'(m in fig. 29) are ob t.ained 
both wi th smooth mode l surfaces and wi t h roughne s s part icles around· 
t he l eading edge t o simulate a condi cinn of an air·ylane wi ng 
surfa ce somewhat rouc;her than that usually caused by manufac t uri ng 
irregulari t.ie s or de ·cerior ation i n service) but. not so r ough as 
t ha t usnall J encount e r od 1U1der icing condl tions or- t hrough damase 
a s 1n bat -ae . 
trest. s of a irfoil sec tion mode l s wi t.h simula ted 600 spli t 
trailing-edge f 18:9s a re also includod i n t he standard airfoil 
' characteristic s shown i n f i guJ.·e 29 . I -~ i s believed tha t -these 
dat a ,{i ll g:i. ve an indication of l,he effec ci vt:mess of a more 
powerful tra iling-e dge hi gh -lif t. device although sufficient data 
to verif y t his a S8ulnp tion ha-r8 not been obtained . 
!?.rag chara c ter L ti cs at hi M _Reynol d numbers. - The 
drag charac t eris tics of a number of molels having chords larger 
than 24 i nches have boen obta.i.ned in the Langley t wo -d1mensional 
I nw- urbulonce pressure t unne l ver a l imited rangB of lif t c oeffi · 
c ien t . Figure 30 shows drag (la ta from a. typical test of a me dium 
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size model havine; surfa.cen which were smooth and almost free from 
waviness. 'l'ests such as <.h .o have tended to support t he b01ief . 
+hat t~e Reynolds number range c overed by standerd airfoil te sts 
in thiG wind tunne l is usually sufficiont to give an indication 
of Lhe varia t ion of' some 0f the airfo :U characte r istic s at hlgher 
Reyn0lds nv~ber8 . 
L~rge chord pract'cal-constru~tion wing sections (fig. 13) 
have been 1,est.ed ove r a "Tide ranee of Reynol s numbers extending 
'vo very hiM values to determine the drag characteris t ics in the 
angula.c r.J.nge near clesj gn lif L. (See reference 15 .) Stud ies are 
usually made of th0 effects of various surface i'inj.shes on the 
drag characteristics, and at tem?ts are made ~o improve tho charac-
teris tics by finj.shing ID9 ~hods \.,hieh 111 ght be practical for a 
rn..an').f'actu-"'er to use j,n act,ual prcductic-n. 1!'isure 31 ehm'TS the 
resul ts of tes s of a .ring secticn of t,h:ls t,ype wi t h t wo surface 
conM tiona . 
. 9_~'p'ari_son ;-ri th _f1ig.i1t~a3~oment.SI.' - Several tests have 
been made in 'Lhe Lallel(jy \'yTO-diJ'J1ensj onal low-turbulenc.e :pressure 
tunnel which inriicate reasonably good agreement between data 
ob t ained in ';:;his t UTm31 and in flight. Figure 32 givGS a c om-
parison bG t.w00n drag coefficien ts measured in flight r.md in the 
wind tUD~el . For the f liSht meas~ements, an airfoil section 
rociel having a chor of f our feot ,:md a span of about six feet 
was mounted on an airplane . For the wind-tunnel tests , a part 
of +,his panel W:'l.S used . Measurements were inade at the same 
spanwise positiGn for b oth testsJand st:.rface conditions wer3 as 
~arly the same as possibls. As shmm in fie,u-1"6 32 drag coefficisnts 
measured in the yfind t lmne l ! al though slight ly higher than 
those measured in flisht, arE) considered to agree very Tell j.n 
the range tes t e1. 
Al t hough no direct c omparison bfJ t ween airfoil boundar y-
laYbr lliea3ur8rr~nts w~de in fligh~ and in the Langley two-dimensional 
low- t urbulence .pressuro tunnel j.s available , seve:;.'al tea t s and 
calculations indicate that airfoil boundary - la/er condicions 
oqutvalent t o t~ose of flicht lnay be obtained in this wind ·unnel 
l..mder some cond iLions. BOLL1'J.dary-layer measurements in flight of 
a s .t)ecially buil t-uy> te s t, panol having an airfoil sec Lion which 
would permi t ex c,ensjvG 18Jl1.illar 'houJldary layers i ndicated values 
of Ro or' 7500 t o 9000 . (8ee refurence 3.) J3;) use f a 
value of Ru of 9000, drag coefficients VIe r a calculated for an 
ai1'foil tes t ed ·i.r T.hia wind 1.,unnel, and 'che resul\,s of the 
calculati ,ms are shown in figure 31, 'Cc gether with experimental 
l":)sults for ~he same airfoiL I t can be seen that the results 
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closely agree . These results seem to indicate that values of Ro 
comparable wi t h those obtained i n flight existed for this model in 
t he wind. - tunne 1 t e s C • 
More direct comparisons of airfoil charac toristics from the 
resuJ_ts of fl:i.Bht tests and tes t s in the Langley tlw -dimensional 
low - t urbulence pressure turmel are difficult t o make because of 
the complications of different surface conditions and other factors 
which influence t be airfoil characteristics to such an extont t hat 
accurate conclusions can not be reached . 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical L3boratory 
Na t ional Advisory Commi ttee for Aeronautics 
Langley Fie ld} Va. Jan'uary 22, 1947 
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Figure 1.- Line drawing of the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel. 
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Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8. - Airfoil model in the test section of the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel (looking downstream). 
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Figure 9. - Test chamber of the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence 
pre ssure tunnel. 
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NACA TN No. 1283 Fig. 11 
Figure 11. - Turbulence-reducing screen installation in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel, looking upstream toward 
upper left - hand corner. 
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Figure 12. - Typical 24-inch-chord airfoil-section model tested in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 13. - Large -chord practical-construction wing section, without surface finishing, 
tested in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel. 
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(a) Model with lateral-control and high -lift devices. 
Figure 14. - Typical models tested in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnels. 
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(b) Circular-arc airfoil-section model with leading- and trailing-edge flaps. 
Figure 14. - Concluded. 
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Figure 15.- Model with leading-edge air intake tested in the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnels. 
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Figure 16. - Model with boundary-layer suction 
slot, leading-edge slat, and double-slotted 
trailing-edge flap tested in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnels. 
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(a) Model with simulated 20-millimeter cannons installed in the nose. 
Figure 17. - Models tested in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel to 
study interference effects of wing-body combinations. 
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Figure 18.- L1ft ef:f'iolenoy factor "1% for a point vortex 
s Uua. t·ed at val'ioUS positions along the oenhr line of 
the tunnel. 
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Figure 19.- Schematic drawing of the wake-survey rake used in the Langley two-dimensional 
low-turbulence pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 20. - Wake-survey-apparatus mechanism used in the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 22. - Torque-rod moment balance installed in the Langley two-dimensional 
low-turbulence pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 23. - Rubber seals attached to ends of model for pitChing-moment test in the Langley 
two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 24 • - Schematic drawing of an integrating manometer. 
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Figure 25.- Additional blocking factor at the tunnel walls plotted against angle or attack for the 
NACA 643-418 airfoil. 
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Figure 26.- Comparison between lifts obtained from pressure-distribution 
measurements and lifts obtained frOm reactions on the floor and oeiling 
of the tunnel. 
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Figure 30.- Variation ot low-drag range with 
Reynolds number for the NACA 65(421)-420 
airtoil. 
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Figure 31.- Comparison of experimental and calculated drag-seale-effect curves 
for large-chord practical-construction airfoil section tested in the Langley 
two-dimensional low-turbulen.ce pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 32.- Comparison of drag coefficients measur ed in flight 
and wind tunnel for the NACA 0012 airfoil section at zero lift. 
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